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Project Description:

This industry related project aims the development of software in C and/or Matlab language for the use of mobile robots (Pioneer-3DX) available in the Department of Communication Systems (Intelligent Systems Research Laboratory). The software will make use of the C class library called ARIA which is available with each robot (each robot has an on-board PC). The aim is to enable mobile robot with capabilities to avoid obstacles, walls, to navigate in a more ‘intelligent’ manner, to cooperate between each other. The software will also assist the robots in mapping the environment by measuring the distance to the obstacles using the sonar sensors (also available) and localisation by measuring the distance and current position. The project involves work with mobile robots, software and reading new literature about an exciting subject of mobile robotics and autonomous systems.

The robots have embedded computer and part of the project will be to develop and extend existing algorithms (written in C and ARIA - specifically designed language for use by Pioneer robots) that allow the robots to behave in an intelligent and collaborative fashion.

Skills required:

Software - programming in C and or Matlab, image and data processing, knowledge of AI.
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